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Career Development


378.11 T 2 Transitions Between Faculty And Administrative Careers. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, c2006. Subjects: Universities and colleges--United States--Administration; College teachers--United States; College administrators--United States; Leadership.


650.1 H 3 Harkness, Helen, 1928-. Capitalizing On Career Chaos: Bringing Creativity And Purpose To Your Work And Life. Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub.; [Lanham, Md.]: Distributed to the trade by National Book Network, c2005. Subjects: Career changes; Career development; Creative ability; Crisis management; Quality of work life.


650.13 H 3 Hirsh, Sandra Krebs. *Work It Out: Using Personality Type To Improve Team Performance*. Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub.; [Lanham, MD]: Distributed to the trade by National Book Network, c2006. Subjects: Conflict management; Employees--Psychology; Communication in management; Interpersonal communication; Myers-Briggs Type Indicator.


Ryan, Daniel J., 1960-. *Job Search Handbook For People With Disabilities*. Indianapolis, IN: JIST Works, c2004. Subjects: People with disabilities--Vocational guidance--United States--Handbooks, manuals, etc; Job hunting--United States--Handbooks, manuals, etc; People with disabilities--Employment--United States--Handbooks, manuals, etc.

**College Students**


378.198 C 4-2 *Creating Campus Community: In Search Of Ernest Boyer's Legacy*. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, c2002. Subjects: College students--United States; College environment--United States; Communities; Universities and colleges--United States--Administration; College presidents--United States--Attitudes.


**Community Colleges**


**Distance and Online Education**


**Diversity and Gender Issues**


**Educational Leadership and Group Dynamics**


338.47621 B 1 Gibson, Elizabeth, 1950-. *Big Change At Best Buy: Working Through Hypergrowth To Sustained Excellence.* Palo Alto, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub., c2003. Subjects: Electronic industries--United States; Management--Case studies; Retail trade--United States; Management--Case studies; Chain stores--United States; Management--Case studies; Organizational change--United States; Industrial management--United States.


Hessler-Key, Mary. *CEO Road Rules: Right Focus, Right People, Right Execution*. Mountain View, Calif.: D/B, c2006. Subjects: Executive ability; Chief executive officers; Executives--Conduct of life; Success.


---

**Educational Philosophy and Pedagogy**


Fairhurst, Alice M., 1936-. *Effective Teaching, Effective Learning: Making The Personality Connection In Your Classroom*. Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub.; [Lanham, MD]: Distributed to the trade by National Book Network, c1995. Subjects: Teaching; Learning, Psychology of; Cognitive styles; Typology (Psychology)


**Ethics**


**Grants and Grantwriting**


**Individual Psychology**


*Co-Active Coaching: New Skills For Coaching People Toward Success In Work And Life.* Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub.; [Lanham, MD]: Distributed to the trade by National Book Network, c2007. Subjects: Self-actualization (Psychology); Mentoring; Motivation (Psychology); Success Psychological aspects.


**371.3 F 1** Fairhurst, Alice M., 1936-. *Effective Teaching, Effective Learning: Making The Personality Connection In Your Classroom.* Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub.; [Lanham, MD]: Distributed to the trade by National Book Network, c1995. Subjects: Teaching; Learning, Psychology of; Cognitive styles; Typology (Psychology)

### Teamwork and Training Issues


**658.3124 N 1** 90 World-Class Activities By 90 World-Class Trainers. San Francisco: Pfeiffer, c2007. Subjects: Employees--Training of; Organizational change.


Subjects: Employees--Coaching of; Executive coaching; Organizational learning; Career development.


658.4092 T 2 Turknett, Robert L. *Decent People, Decent Company: How To Lead With Character At Work And In Life.* Mountain View, Calif.: Davies-Black Pub., c2005. Subjects: Leadership--Psychological aspects; Organizational behavior; Integrity; Attitude (Psychology); Emotional intelligence; Quality of work life.


**Research and Statistical Methods**

**001.4 S 1** Stufflebeam, Daniel L. *Evaluation Theory, Models, And Applications.* San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, c2007. Subjects: Evaluation research (Social action programs)

**Spirituality**


---
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